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CAPABILITY OF THREE–PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR
ON CONTINUOUS SINGLE–PHASE OPERATION

Azza M. N. Abdel–Hamid
∗

The 3-phase induction-motor may have to run 1-phase either accidentally or deliberately. The object of this paper is to

investigate continuous 1-phase running near synchronous speed,including the derivation of the permissible currents and the

corresponding mechanical output, as compared with the original 3-phase design ratings of the motor.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The 3-phase induction-motor is widely applied in in-
dustry, and it is by far, the most important AC driving
motor. The cage-motor type is always aimed at for be-
ing cheap, robust and of high efficiency, but it usually
suffers from unfavorable starting performance especially
with high-rating motors, involving high starting currents,
low starting torques,and high starting-up periods. Such
starting performance may cause troubles to the motor it-
self and to other consumers fed from the same supply.
To improve starting conditions and to cope with regula-
tions set up by supply authorities, the plain-cage motor
is replaced by current-displacement types, eg deep-bar,
wedge-shaped bar, and multi-cage, etc. However, if the
starting conditions called for by the load are really se-
vere, the 3 phase wound-rotor induction-motor is the real
answer to such drives.

The 3-phase induction-motor may have to run acciden-
tally as a 1-phase motor. This occurs for instance if one
phase of the 3-phase lines feeding the motor gets faulty,
or if one protection fuse for the motor blows out; the 3-
phase motor is then rendered 1-phase. On the other hand,
the 3-phase motor may deliberately run 1-phase if the 3-
phase supply is badly balanced [3, 9] or if the available
supply is 1-phase [2]. In these latter cases, obviously the
motor needs a starting device [1, 8].

The paper investigates such 1-phase continuous run-
ning near synchronous speed of the 3-phase motor, with
a view to keep the stator and rotor windings undamaged.
In other words, the windings temperatures should be the
same and do not exceed the design values on 3-phase nor-
mal running. The criterion to be observed in this respect
is to deduce the permissible stator-currents on such 1-
phase operation to yield the same total copper losses as
those existing on Y normal 3-phase operation for which
the 3-phase motor has been designed. Furthermore, the
corresponding safe mechanical output on 1-phase running
is to be concluded.

The 3-phase induction motor with current- displace-

ment rotor cage is started with to represent a more gen-

eral case, from which other simpler types are to be de-

rived.

2 THEORY

To ensure safe continuous 1-phase operation, Fig. 1,

the criterion to be applied is that the total motor copper

loss should be equal to that existing on normal 3-phase

operation, to get the same temperature-rise for which the

motor has been designed [3, 8]. On normal 3-phase opera-

tion, the data of any motor are available in tables given by

the manufactures according to standards which include

mainly normal current, PF, efficiency, mechanical-power,

etc [5]. Such data ace useful here to determine expressions

relevant to the theme of the paper.

2.1. Assumptions

The following assumptions are made throughout this

work :

(1) The star-connected motor with isolated neutral is

to be considered here and in consequence, no zero-

sequence components for motor voltages and currents

exist [4, 5].

(2) The iron losses and magnetizing current are ne-

glected.

(3) The 1-phase operation occurs with the 3-phase motor

running at normal full-load.

(4) On 1-phase operation, the slip slightly changes than

on normal operation.

The skin- factor for rotor resistance shall be considered

the same in both cases.
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Fig. 1. Stator connection (phase “c” open)
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Fig. 2. Equivalent-circuit on 1-phase Operation

2.2 General Expressions Governing 1-phase

Operation

The mathematical treatment, using phasor represen-
tation, is based on the method of symmetrical compo-
nents with canceled zero-sequence component, as pre-
viously mentioned [4, 5]. The line voltage will be repre-
sented by phasor V and according to Fig. 1:

V = Va − Vb = (I+Z+ + I−Z−) − (a2
I+Z+ + a l−Z−) .

(1)
Also since Ic = 0, then,

a I+ + a2
I− = 0 . (2)

Both above equations lead to the following results:

I+ =
J a2

√
3

V
1

Z+ + Z−

(3)

I− =
−J a√

3
V

1

Z+ + Z−

(4)

V+ = I+ Z+ =
J a2

√
3

V
Z+

Z+ + Z−

(5)

V− = I− Z− =
J a√

3
V

Z−

Z+ + Z−

(6)

The stator phase currents are represented by:

Ia = −Ib =
V

Z+ + Z−

(7)

Ic = 0 . (8)

It is clear now from equations (3), (4) and (7) that
on 1-phase operation the stator carries two sets of cur-

rents having equal magnitudes of (Ia/
√

3) but they
have opposite phase-sequence. The corresponding 1-phase
equivalent-circuit is therefore as shown in Fig. 2.

3 1–PHASE RUNNING OF

CURRENT–DISPLACEMENT MOTORS

3.1 Permissible Current

As mentioned before for continuous and safe 1-phase
running, the total copper losses on 1-phase operation
must not exceed those losses on normal 3-phase operation.
Obviously, the 1-phase operation slip is slightly different
than the normal 3-phase value. However, the skin-factor
may be considered the same in both cases without sig-
nificant error, and so is the positive-sequence rotor resis-
tance, Rr+ . According to the 1-phase equivalent circuit
of Fig. 2, the total copper losses on 1-phase operation can
be expressed as follows:

Pcl = 6I2
+(Rs + Rr+)

[

1 +
(k − 1)Rr+

2(Rs + Rr+)

]

(9)

where: k =
RR−

Rr+

.

As for the total normal copper losses on normal 3-
phase operation, they are obviously expressed by:

Pcn = 3I2
n (Rs + Rr+) . (10)

Equating both copper losses in equations (9) and (10),
we get the magnitude of 1-phase permissible positive-
sequence stator current producing the same heating effect
as on normal 3-phase operation; its expression will be as
follows:

I+p =

√
0.5 In

√

1 +
(k−1)R

r
+

2(Rs+R
r
+ )

. (11)

Further, from equations (3) and (7), the magnitude of the
1-phase permissible stator-current can be concluded and
given by the following equation:

Iap =

√
1.5 In

√

1 +
(k−1)R

r
+

2(Rs+R
r
+ )

. (12)
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Fig. 3. Permissible “I+p ” on 1-phase operation (A) c = 0.3 .

(B) c = 0.4 , (C) c = 0.5
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Fig. 4. Permissible stator current “Iap ” on 1-phase operation

(A) c = 0.3 , (B) c = 0.4 , (C) c = 0.5

This last equation reveals the following:

(a) The magnitude of the permissible current ( lap ) mainly

depends on the skin-factor k , or in other words on the

type of cage-rotor.

(b) The ratio of [c = Rr+/(Rr+ + Rs ], appearing in the

denominator of equation (12), has generally a value

around 0.3 to 0.5 for normally designed motors.

(c) For values of c = 0.3 to 0.5 and applying equations

(11) and (12), the resultant currents are computed and

drawn in Figs. 3 and 4 for different values of k up to

10. It is observed from these curves that the ratio “c”

does not affect significantly the values of I+p and Iap ,

ie their values are near one another. The 1-phase safe

permissible stator current (Iap ) varies from 1.22 for

k = 1 to about 0.75 for k = 10. This means for high

skin-effect motors, the safe current is smaller than In

and equal to around an average value of 75%. For plain

cage motors, k = 1, the motor current is higher then

In and equal to 122% In . Therefore, in this case the

motor can carry currents higher than the rated values

without any damage or overheating.

3.2 Permissible Net Mechanical Power Pm1

It is now required to get Pm1 corresponding to the per-

missible current I+p in equation (11), this power there-

fore represents the safe mechanical output of the motor

on 1-phase operation. The complex Volt-Ampere product

on 1-phase operation is given by:

(V A)1 = 3 [V ∗

+ I+ + V
∗

−
I−] . (13)

Where: V
∗

+ and V
∗

−
are the conjugates of V+ and V− ,

respectively.

Let

∣
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+
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=
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∣

∣

∣

∣
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where values between bars represent magnitudes. Re-
ferring to equation (5), the magnitude of the positive-
sequence voltage will be given by:

|V+| =

∣

∣

∣

∣

V√
3

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

1 + u∠ϕ
−

1∠ϕ+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (15)

Introducing the following factor M on 1-phase operation
defined by M = tan ϕ+ it follows that:

cosϕ+ =
1√

1 + M2
and sin ϕ+ =

M√
1 + M2

.

The term (∠ϕ+/1∠ϕ− ) in equation (15) could be sim-
plified as follows: u cos ϕ− = R−/Z+ is obviously a small
value and can be neglected. Also, u sin ϕ− = X−/Z+

∼=
sinϕ+ . Therefore, equation (15). can be modified to:

|V+| = |V ∗

+| =
V√
3

1
√

(

1 + sin2 ϕ+

)2
+

(

sin ϕ+ cos ϕ+

)2

=
V (1 + M2)√

3
√

1 + 5M2 + 4M4
. (16)

Now, equation(13) can be rewritten as follows:

(V A)1 = 3 |V+| |I+| [∠ − ϕ+ + u∠ − ϕ−] . (17)

Therefore to get the permissible (V A)1 on 1-phase op-
eration, the magnitude of I+ in. equation (17) is replaced
by |I | from equation (11), also substituting for |V+| from
equation (16) in equation (17), we finally get the magni-
tude of the permissible 1-phase |V A|1 :

|V A|1 = 3|V+| |I+|
√

1 + 4M2

√
1 + M2

= 3
V Ir√

3

× 1 + M2

√
1 + 5M2 + 4M4

√
0.5

√

1 +
(k−1)R

r
+

2(R
r
++Rs)

√
1 + 4M2

√
1 + M2

.
(18)
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Accordingly:

|V a|1 =

√
3 V

√
0.5In

√

1 +
(k−1)R

r
+

2(Rs+R
r
+

=
√

P 2
1 + Q2

1 . (19)

It is to be noted from Fig. 2 that near synchronous
speed, the 1-phase air-gap field is mainly due to the
positive-sequence field; also |Z−| � |Z+| leading to

|V−| ∼= 0. Accordingly |V+| ∼= V/
√

3 and thus the mo-
tor operates under nearly normal flux conditions as on
normal 3-phase. operation. The reactive power drawn by
the machine on 1-phase operation will be effectively the
same as that on normal 3-phase operation [7], ie

Q1 = Qn .

Furthermore, since

Mn = tan ϕn (19a)

then, Q1 = Qn = Mn Pn

where Pn = the input power on normal 3-phase oper-
ation. Substituting the last result in equation (19) and
rearranging, we get:

√
3 V In =

1√
0.5

√

1 +
(k − 1)Rr+

2(Rs + Rr+)

√

P 2
1 + M2

n P 2
n .

(20)
As regards the normal 3-phase operation, the correspond-
ing |V A|n is given by:

|V A|n =
√

3 V In =
√

P 2
n + M2

n P 2
n . (21)

Equating the results given by equations (20) and (21),
the following relation will be obtained:

P 2
n + M2

nP 2
n =

1

0.5

(

1 +
(k − l)Rr+

2(Rr+ + Rs)

)

(P 2
1 + M2

nP 2
n) .

(22)
Thus,

P1 = Pn

√

0.5(1 + M2
n)

2(Rr+ + Rs)
− M2

n . (23)

Now considering the total loss PL , which includes the
copper losses Pc and the rotational losses PR , ie

PL = Pc + PR ,

for 1-phase and 3-phase operations, the copper losses are
the same as previously mentioned for equal thermal ef-
fects; besides PR may be considered equal for close run-
ning speeds for both operations, therefore PL for both op-
erations may be assumed equal. The permissible 1-phase
net mechanical output is accordingly:

Pml = (Pmn + PL)

√

√

√

√

0.5(1 + M2
n)

1 +
(k−1)R

r
+

2(R
r
++Rs)

− M2
n − PL (24)

where Pmn is the net mechanical output. power on nor-

mal 3-phase operation. Equation (19a) can also be rewrit-

ten as follows:

Mn =

√

1 − PF 2
n

PFn

.

Then equation (24) can be modified to:

Pml = (Pmn + PL)
1

PFn

×
√

√

√

√

1

2
(

1 +
(k−1)R

r
+

2(Rs+R
r
+ )

)

− (1 − PF 2
n) − PL . (25)

This final equation gives the permissible net mechan-

ical power for safe continuous 1-phase running. The fol-

lowing remarks are noticed:

(i) The 1-phase permissible mechanical output, Pml , crit-

ically depends on the motor data generally obtained

from the manufacturer; these includes Pmn , efficiency,

and PFn .

(ii) It is obvious also from equation (25) that the first

item on the right. must be larger than PL for positive

Pml . If this item is less than PL , the 3-phase motor

can not run as 1-phase, even at no load.

(iii) The PF on normal 3-phase operation, PFn , is a

dominant factor in determining whether or not the

3-phase motor could run safely as 1-phase motor, as

equation (25) points out. At certain low normal PF for

the 3-phase motor, the term under the root in equation

(25) will be imaginary, meaningly continuous operation

as 1-phase is impossible.

The lowest normal power-factor at which safe 1-phase

operation becomes impossible, for different values of “k”,

are calculated and drawn in Fig. 5. The following notes

are observed:

(1) The ratio (c = Rr+/Rr+ + Rs ) does not significantly

affect the results for the usual range of 0.3 < c < 0.5.

(2) As the current-displacement factor k increases, the

lowest PFn increases. In other words, cage induction-

motors with high current- displacement factor have low

possibility of running 1-phase; conditions improve if the

motor has a really good PF .

(3) The smallest value for the lowest PF corresponds to

k = 1. This means that plain-cage motor, and slip-

ring types offer better possibility for safe continuous

1-phase running. The same conclusion applies to high-

rating motors which are. usually designed with high

normal power-factors.

Curves for permissible net mechanical power on I-

phase operation are drawn in Fig 6 for several ratings

of totally-enclosed 4-pole cage-induction motors for two

values of skin-factors: k = 1 and 2; motors’ data are taken

from corresponding standard tables [5].
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Fig. 6. Permissible 1-phase mechanical output versus 3-phhase

normal value. (a) k = 1, (b) k = 2

4 SINGLE–PHASE SAFE RUNNING OF

PLAIN–CAGE AND SLIP–RING MOTORS

4.1 Permissible-Current

With plain cage-motors or slip-ring types, the skin-
effect factor “k” may be assumed unity. Accordingly, the
above derived equations can be modified to correspond
to this case by putting k = 1 in equations (11) and (12).
The permissible safe currents are then given by:

I+p =
√

0.5 In (26)

and

Iap =
√

1.5 In . (27)

4.2 Permissible Output

The permissible net mechanical power for continuous
safe 1-phase running is similarly derived from equations
(24) and (25), therefore

Pml = (Pmn + PL)

√

1 − M2
n

2
− PL (28)

or

Pml =
Pmn + PL

PFn

√

2PF 2
n − 1

2
− PL . (29)

The curves corresponding to this case, ie, k = 1, are
included in Figs 3 to 6.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The paper discusses the operation of the 3-phase
induction-motor operating normally near synchronous

speed when it undergoes single-phasing. Based on the
same thermal heating, ie equal copper losses in both the
normal 3-phase and 1-phase cases, the safe continuous
current and output mechanical power ratings on 1-phase
running are computed. The following remarks are sum-
marized:

(1) Continuous safe running on single-phasing is not al-
ways possible for any and every motor.

(2) The possibility of safe 1-phase running is higher for
plain-cage or low skin-factor cage-motors, also for
slip-ring types.

(3) High-rating motors of high normal PF s are more
lenient to operate safely and continuously on 1-phase
operation.

(4) For 1-phase running, the stator-current of plain-cage
motors may be allowed to be around 120% of nor-
mal current on 3-phase operation without overheat-
ing. The safe. current and mechanical output power
on 1-phase continuous operation for different skin-
factor motors are drawn in Figs. 4 and 6, the neces-
sary data are available from standard tables getatable
from the manufacturer.

List of Principal Symbols

(slanted bold-faced symbols represent complex numbers)

a — operator, ej120 .

Ia, Ib, Ic — phasors of stator phase currents, Ampere

In — normal full-load current phasor on 3-phase
operation

I+, I− — positive- and negative-sequence phasor com-
ponents of stator currents on single-phase op-
eration

I+p — permissible positive-sequence stator current
for safe single-phase running

IaP — permissible stator current for safe single-
phase running
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K — ratio of the negative- to positive-sequence
rotor resistances at normal speed, referred to
stator

M,Mn — ratio of the input positive-sequence reactive
power to positive-sequence active power on
1-phase and normal 3-phase operations, re-
spectively

Pcl, Pcn — total motor copper-losses on 1-phase
and normal 3-phase operations, respectively,
Watts

P1, Pn — total input power on 1-phase and normal 3-
phase operations, respectively

Pm1 — permissible net mechanical power for safe
continuous 1-phase running

Pmn — net mechanical power output on normal 3-
phase operation

PR — normal 3-phase rotational losses

Q1, Qn — input reactive power on 1-phase and normal
3-phase operations, respectively

R+, R− — input positive- and negative -sequence re-
sistances per phase on 1-phase operation, re-
spectively

Rr+ , Rr− — positive and negative-sequence referred rotor
resistances per phase, on 1-phase operations,
respectively

Rs — stator resistance

u — ratio of the negative- to positive-sequences
magnitudes of voltages

V — stator line voltage phasor on normal 3-phase
operation, Volt

V+,V− — positive- and negative-sequence phasor com-
ponents of stator voltages on 1-phase opera-
tion, respectively

V
∗

+,V ∗

−
— conjugates of V+ and V− , respectively

(V A)1 — input complex power on 1-phase

(V A)n and normal 3-phase operations, respectively

X+, X− — phase positive- and negative-sequence input
reactances on 1-phase operation, respectively

Xs — stator leakage-reactance

Z+,Z− — positive- and negative-sequence input
impedances per phase on 1-phase operation.

ϕ+, ϕ− — angles between (V+, I+) and between
(V−, I−) on 1-phase operation respectively.
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